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Install the product according to this Installation Manual so that the product fulfills its function. When the installation is over, fully explain how to use the single handle faucet to the customer.

TBP02301*
TBP02302*

03N57E 2017.8Installation Manual

Concealed Mixing valve

Safety Precautions (Be sure to follow all precautions for safety sake.) 

Please read these Safety Precautions before installation work in order to install the product properly.

WARNING

CAUTION

●This manual employs various indications in order to install 
the product properly and to prevent harm to the customer 
and other people, as well as damage to their properties.
The indications and meanings are as follows:

This indication means that if the 
content in the column of this 
indication is ignored or handled 
wrongly, death or serious injury 
may occur.

This indication means that if the 
content in the column of this 
indication is ignored or handled 
wrongly, injury or property 
damage may occur.

WARNING

Prohibited

Even if you try to turn on the cold water, the hot water comes out and 
may scald you.

Do not connect the cold water pipe and the hot water pipe 
reversely.

If you use the water at a temperature higher than 90°C, the water may 
scald you and the life of the faucet may shorten causing it to break and 
leak water that may wet household articles and cause damage to your 
property.

Do not use supply water at a temperature higher than 90°C.

Prohibited

Mandatory

CAUTION

Otherwise, the product may break and leak water that may wet 
household articles and cause damage to your property.

Do not subject the product to strong force or impact.

Otherwise, parts may break and leak water that may wet household 
articles and cause damage to your property.

Do not use the product in any place where freezing can be 
expected.

Hot water at a high temperature may come out and scald you or cause 
damage to your property due to water leakage.

When cleaning the filter, be sure to close the main valve at 
the piping part first. Also, make sure that the filter on hot 
water side is not so hot.

If a gap is made between the embedded part and the
functional part, property damage due to water leakage may occur.

Firmly tighten the screws for fixing the functional part.

WARNING

Disassembly
Prohibited

Otherwise, the water may scald or injure you and the product may break and 
leak water that may wet household articles and cause damage to your property.

Do not disassemble or remodel the product with other items 
than what are described in this manual.

●The contents you must observe are 
classified into the following symbols; 
their meanings are explained.

 Indicates things that you 
must not do as “Prohibited”.
The left figure indicates that 
“Disassembly is Prohibited”.

 Indicates things that you 
must do without fail as 
“Mandatory”.
The left figure indicates to
“Execute it without fail”.

TBP02301*

TBP02302*

Use condition and attentions in construction Completion Drawing

Identification of Parts

Use condition
1. Cold water supply*hot water supply pressure 
    Minimum pressure……………0.05MPa (flow pressure)
    Maximum pressure……………1.0MPa (static pressure)
    Recommended Operating pressure…………0.1~0.5MPa (flow pressure)
    Test pressure……………………0.4MPa (static pressure)
2. The Temperature for water supply is 4-90°C.  Recommended hot water temperature 60°C,
    Do not use steam to supply hot water.
3. The ambient temperature for use is above 0°C. If the ambient temperature is lower
    than 0°C, the faucets will deform and crack from freezing.
4. Being out of use for a long time may result in internal and external rust to the faucets and 
    being unable to be used. 
5. If you want to scrap this product, do not treat it as you do for general household garbage. 
    Please follow relevant statutes to have it treated, recovered and collected appropriately
    by an independent recovery system. 
6. The product in these instructions has a cleaning function. 

Hand it over to the 
customer without fail.

Operation
ManualPlate Lining plate

Switching
handle
knob

Screw

Faucet Body Others
Identify the following parts.

Plate Lining plate

TBP02301* ”GR” Concealed Mixing Valve combined with other
TOTO products

Note: The above dimensional unit is mm.
          The dimensions in( ) are reference ones.

This product must be used in an ancillary manner with the TBN01001*

TBN0110*
(bye separately)

Close with a plug

Main body of faucet

Main body
of faucet

Screw

Hex wrench

Installation
Manual
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Attention

Tools to be prepared before installation

Confirmation before installation

Waterproof
adhesive

Knife sawScrewdriver

■ Confirm that the water supply pipe has been closed and the water
   circuit has been cleaned before instarlltion.
■ Read the instrucitons for construction carefully and install according
   to the main points for installation in the instructions.

1. Firstly,clean the cold and hot water
    supply pipelines and make a
    pressure resistance inspection.
2. Remove the shell of the MINI UNIT
    by using a knife saw.It is necessary
    to ensure that the convex edge
    of the resin sleeve is within 2mm
    with wall.(The edge cannot be
    recessed in the wall either).

3. In the case of the MINI UNIT and
    the wall of the gap evenly coated
    with waterproof adhesive,and adhesive
    surface can not be convex the wall.
4. Remove the protective cover and remove the
    washing cover with a Hex wrench.

Ⅰ.Preparations before faucet installtion

●In cutting the shell of the
  MINI UNIT,pay attention
  to the adge that should be
  neat.
●in removing,the protective
  cover may get scratched
  and this does not influence
  the use of the whole product.

Knife saw

MINI UNIT
TBN01001*

Within
2mm

Waterproof
adhesiveProtective

cover

Washing
cover

Hex wrench
(opposite
side 4mm)

Hex wrench
(opposite side4mm, 2mm)

Sealing
surface

TBN0110*
(bye separately)

TBN0110*
(bye separately)

TBP02302* Concealed Mixing Valve combined with other
TOTO products

Note: The above dimensional unit is mm.
          The dimensions in( ) are reference ones.

This product must be used in an ancillary manner with the TBN01001*

Faucet installation

1. Take out the main body of faucet and
    remove the protective cover.
2. install the switching part of the main
    body of faucet in the faucet buried in
    wall upwards and fasten with screws
    sufficiently.(Have no switching handle
    knob.the”UP”on the main body is
    concealed in installation toward the
    upper side )

1. Put the lining plate on the main body of faucet according to
    the “UP” direction indication on the lining plate.
2. Use screws to secure the lining plate onto the faucet buried in wall

●In removing the protective cover,take
  care not to allow the screws to drop
  and get lost.No O-ring shall fall off.
●Please use the hex wrench in the
  product package to fasten the screws
  for the main body of faucet.
●The installation firection of the main
  body of faucet must not be furned
  upside down.

●Make a pressure resistance inspection
  bofore installing the lining plate and confirm
  it the cold and hot water stop cock is safely
  opened.
●The water discharge port is located under
  the lining plate.Therefore the lining plate
  direction cannot be tumed down for
  installation.
●On the lining plate,foam sealing adhesive
  tape is available and a water discharge is
  available under it.Therefore,no
  waterproof adhesive should be used on the
  lining plate edge.
●The screws need to be tighened manually.
  Do not use an electric tool to tighten with
  strong force.
●The lining plate must be compacted in
  tightening the screws.
  There is no gap between the lining plate and wall.

Ⅱ.Installation of the main body of faucet

Ⅲ.Installation of lining plate and decorating plate

Water
discharge port

Screw

Lining plate

Attention

Attention

3. Make the water discharge port of the decorating plate
    face down and pass through the spool for installation
    in the lining plate.
4. The gap between the decorating plate and the wall
    surface should be kept within 1mm.

●In installing the decorating plate,
  take care not to scratch the
  cartridge sleeve.
●No waterproof adhesive shall be
  appleid on the edge
  of the decorating plate
  because the water
  discharge port is
  located under it.

Attention

Decorating
plate

Cartridge
sleeve

Water
discharge port

Screw

Switching handle
knob

Hex wrench
(opposite side 2mm)

Effect after
installation

Switching
pull rod

Protective
cover

Main body of faucet

Hex wrench
(opposite side 4mm)

Screw

Swithing part

O-ring


